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TRANSMISSION OF DEVICE TO DEVICE SOUNDING REFERENCE SIGNALS

USING MACROCELL COMMUNICATION RESOURCES

CLA OF PRIORITY

The present application claims priority to Provisional Application No.

81/584,584 entitled "SOUNDING REFERENCE SIGNALS TRANSMISSIONS FOR

P2P COMMUNICATION USING MACROCELL DOWNLINK RESOURCES," docket

number TPRO 00213 US, filed November 29, 20 to Provisional Application No.

61/559,412 entitled "SO D NG REFERENCE SIGNALS TRANSMISSIONS FOR

P2P COMMUNICATION USING MACROCELL DOWNLINK RESOURCES," docket

number TPRO 0021 US filed November 14, 20 1 and to Provisional Application

No. 61/559,393 entitled "P2P COMMUNICATION USING MACROCELL DOWNLINK

RESOURCES, * docket number TPRO 002 US i le November 14, 20 , all

assigned tc the assignee hereof and hereb expressly incorporated by reference n

their entirety..

REFERENCE TO CO-PENDING APPLICATIONS FOR PATENT

[0002] The present application relates to PCT Application, entitled DEV CE T

DE IC COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT USING MACROCELL

COMMUNICATION RESOURCES," Reference Number TUTL 0021 1, filed on even

date herewith, and assigned to the assignee hereof and expressly Incorporated by

reference herein.

FIELD

[0003] This invention generally relates to wireless communications and more

particularly to transmission of deviee-to-deviee D2D sounding reference signals

SRS) using acr cei! communication resources.



BACKGROUND

4] Many wireless communication systems use bas stations to provide

geographical service areas where wireless communication user equipment (UE)

devices communicate with the base station providing the particular geographical

service area. The base stations are connected within a network allowing

communication links to be made between the wireless communication devices and

other devices. In some circumstances, the communication links are between wireless

communication UE devices that are close to each other in these situations, it may be

preferred to have a direct communication link between the two wireless UE devices

rather than communicating through a base station. Such direct communication

between devices is of ref red to as device-to-device (0 2 communication or

peer-to-peer (P2P) communication.

SUMMARY

[0005] A first wireless communication user equipment (UE) device transmits a

device to devi (D2D) Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) to a second wireless

communication UE device using macrocell communication resources. The second

wireless communication E device evaluates the SRS to discover the first wireless

communication UE device, estimate channel conditions, and/or determine Channel

State Information. Information indicative of the CS! is reported to a base station.

Based on the reported channel conditions, D2D communication resources are

scheduled by assigning macrocell communication resources to the wireless

communication (UE) devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] FIG 1A s a block diagram of a communication system where macrocell

communication resources are used for dev!oe-to~device (D2D) sounding reference

signal (SRS) transmission,



£0007] F G 18 is a block diagram of a communication system where downlink

communication resources are used for device-to-device D2D sounding reference

signal (SRS transmission.

[000 FIG, 2 is a messaging timing diagram for an example where a device-to-

device (D2D link is established,

FIG 3 is a graphical representation o an example of time-frequency

communication resources in a downlink frequency band

| ] FIG, 4 is a illustration of a subframe in accordance with a 3GPP LIE

communication specification,

[0 FIG 5 is an Illustration of an example of a subframe including device-to-

device D2D channels for use in a system otherwise operating in accordance with a

3GP LIE communication specification,

00 FIG 8 Is messaging timing diagram for an example where a devf e fo-

device {020} link is established n a system operating in accordance with a 3GPP

LIE communication speci ication

[901 ¾ FIG. ?A and FIG, 8 are diagrams of transmissions from the base station

(eNS) and the wireless communication devices (UEs) in accordance with 3GPP LIE

communication specifications.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[00141 A communication system utilises macroceil communication resources for

communication between base stations and wireless communication user equipment

devices. The macroceil communication resources include downlink communication

resources for downlink communication from a base station to wireless communication

user equipment (UE) devices and uplink communication resources for uplink

transmissions from the UE devices to the base station. The uplink communication

resources are different from the downlink communication resources, Some of the

macroceil communication resources are assigned to device-fo -device (D2D

communication between two UE devices a needed, The downlink communication



resources assigned for D2D communication are ot used for downlink

communication r example, if he communication resources ar time-frequency

communication resources, the t m segments and frequency bands assigned to the

02D communication link are not used by the base station. f uplink communication

resources are assigned for 0 2 communication, the resources ar assigned such

that Interference to other D2D communication and to uplink communication in

adjacent cells, as well as the same cell, s minimized. Techniques for managing

downlink resources for D2D communication are discussed n Patent Application

Serial Number , entitled "DEVICE TO DEVICE COMMUNICATION

MANAGEMENT USING MACRO COMMUNICATION RESOURCES", filed

concurrently with this application an Incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[0 ] n conventional systems, th Channel State Information (CS ) Is used to

schedule communication resources for communication between th base station and

the wireless communication UE device. Downlink reference signals are received at

the UE device and evaluated to determine Channel State Information (CSI) which is

reported back to the base station. The UE device also transmits sounding reference

signals (SRS) to the base station to allow the base station to evaluate the uplink

channels. Reference signals also enable discovery, acquisition, de odulation, and

time alignment. For example, downlink reference signals transmitted by base stations

are used by the UE devices to detect (discover) nearfey base stations. Evaluation of

the reference signals also provides channel estimation allowing the UE device to

acquire and receive downlink signals transmitted by the base station. Time delays

can be determined by observing the timing of the received reference signal to a

transmission time of the signal,

For the examples described herein, D2D sounding reference signals (SRS)

are transmitted between UE devices that are communicating, or that may

communicate, over a device-to-device D2D communication li k. A base station

transmits control information to the UE devices identifying the m croce l

communication resources that should be used for D2D SRS transmissions. The D20

SRS signals can be used fo channel estimation, determining Channel State



Information, device discovery, signal acquisition, a d time alignment The D2D SRS

transmissions can also assist i demodulation of associated data symbols,

00 } As discussed below n further detail, a wireless communication UE device

determines channel state information COS!) based on 0 2 SRS transmissions sent

by another UE device and reports the CS to a base station. Based o the reported

CS , a scheduler, controller, and/or ase statio schedules dev e to devic (D2D)

communication by assigning maoroceil communication resources to the wireless

communication (UE) devices.

[ 18] As discussed in the above identified related patent application,

communication resource allocation (CRA) information is sent by the base station to

the wireless communication UE devices after a system controller determines that a

D2D link should be established between the UE device and another UE device. The

CRA information, therefore, reflects the scheduling based on the CS ,

[001 ¾ F G , is a block diagram of a communication system 0 where

macrocel! communication resources are used for device-to-device (D2D) sounding

reference signal (SRS) transmissions, A base station 2 provides wireless

communication services to wireless communication user equipment (UE) devices

104, 1 8 within a geographical service area, sometimes referred to as a cel Several

base stations are typically interconnected through a backhaul to provide several

service areas to cover large areas. Th various functions and operations of the

blocks described with reference to the communication system 100 may b

implemented n any number of devices, circuits, or elements. Two or more of the

functional blocks may be integrated in a single device and the functions descnbed as

performed n an single device may be implemented over several devices. For

example, at least some of the functions of the controller 8 may be performed by

the base stations 104, OO, A cellular communication system is typically required to

adhere to a communication standard or specification. The Third-Generation

Partnership Project Long-Term Evolution (3ΘΡΡ LTE) communication specification s

a specification for systems where bas stations (eNodeBs) provide service to

wireless communicate devices (user equipment ( E) devices) using orthogonal

frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) on the downlink and single-carrier frequency-



division multiple access (SC-FD A o t e up ink Although the techniques described

herein ma be applied In other types of communication systems, the exemplary

systems discussed herein operate n accordance with a 3GP T communication

specification.

[0020] The base station 2 is a fixed transceiver station, sometimes referred to as

an e ode or eNB, which may include a controller in some circumstances. The base

station 2 s connected to a controller through a backhaul 0 which may

include any combination of wired, optical, and/or wireless communication channels.

For the examples herein, the controller 8 includes th functionality of the Mobility

Management Entity (M a id the Packet Gateway P G ) Accordingly, the

controller 8 includes a scheduler 12, In the example, the scheduler 1 2 allocates

time-frequency resources for communication between the wireless communication

devices 104, 06 as well as between the base station 1 2 and the wireless

communication devices 104, 6 .

[002 The wireless (UE) communication devices 104* 8 may be referred to as

mobile devices, wireless devices, wireless communication devices, and mobile

wireless devices, UEs UE devices as well as by other terms. The wireless

communication UE devices 104, 106 include electronics and code for communicating

with base stations and with other wireless communication devices in D2D

configurations. The wireless communication devices include devices such as cell

phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), wireless mode cards., wireless

modems, televisions with wireless communication electronics, and laptop and

desktop computers as well as other devices. The combination of wireless

communication electronics w th an electronic device, therefore, ay form a wireless

communication device 104. For example, wireless communication device may

include a wireless ode connected to an appliance, computer, television, o pool

controller,

The base station 2 includes a wireless transceiver that exchanges

wireless signals 114, 118 1 , 20 with the wireless communication devices 104,

106. Transmissions from the base stations and from the wireless communication

devices 1 4, 106 ar governed hy a communication specification that defines



signaling, protocols, a d parameters of the transmission. The t

specification may provide strict rules for communication and ay also provide

general requirements where specif ic implementations may vary while still adhering to

the communication specification. Although the discussion below is directed to the

3GP Long Term Evolution (LIE) communication specification, other communication

specifications may be used in some circumstances. The communication specification

defines at least a data channel and a control channel f r uplink and downlink

transmissions and specifies at least some timing and frequency parameters for

physical downlink control channels f ro a base station to a wireless communication

dev ce .

The maeroeei! communication resources 1 1 are used for transmitting the

downlink signals 1 , 1 6 and the uplink signals 118, 1 0 The base station 2

transmits downlink signals 114, 16 to the wireless communication dev ces 4, 06

using scheduled downlink communication resources of the defined downlink

communication resources defined by the communication specification and reserved

for downlink communication. The wireless communication devices transmit uplink

signals 118, 120 to t e base station using scheduled uplink communication

resources of the defined uplink communication resources defined by the

communication specification an reserved fo uplink communication, The macrocell

communication resources 1 1 include frequency bands divided in time where each

frequency band and segment of time can be identified by the scheduler 112 and

described in control signals sent from the base station 1 2 to the wireless

communication devices 4 , 106. The communication specifications, or other

system rules, therefore, define applicable communication resources for the downlink

and applicable communication resources for the uplink. The scheduler 2 allocates

different time-frequency resources to different devices t efficiently utilize the

resources while minimizing interference. Accordingly, the scheduled macrocell

communication resources use for signals 4, 0 exchanged with one wireless

communication device 104 are different from scheduled macrocell communication

resources used for other signals , 118 exchanged with other wireless

communication devices 8 As referred to here in therefore, the macrocell



communication resources 1 are the communication resources reserved for

communication by the specification and/or communication system rules. Th

scheduled resources for transmission for particular signals, however, are a subset of

th reserved macroce communication resources 121

| 24] In conventional systems, a scheduler allocates time-frequency resources

for communication between th base station a the wireless communication

devices n addition, the controller, scheduler, and/or the base station schedule SRS

signals on the uplink, In the examples discussed herein, however, the scheduler 112

also allocates (schedules) time-frequency resources 22 (D2D SRS communication

resources 1 2} for transmission of D2D SRS from the wireless communication UE

devices 4, to establish and/or maintain a device-to-device (D2

communication link 4 Fo example, the D2D SRS transmissions can he used for

device detection/discovery, signal acquisition (reception), channel estimation, and

determining GS

[0025] The controller 8 allocates D2D SRS time-frequency resources 2 to the

wireless communication devices 4 , 6 by sending D2D SRS information 8 to

the wireless communication devices. The D2D SR Information 8 12 may be

conveyed to the wireless communication UE devices using control signaling,

messages or a combination of the two. For the examples herein, the D2D SRS

information 6 I sent using control signals similar to conventional control signals

establishing SRS transmissions to the base stations. The D2D SRS information 1 ,

1 Identifies D2D SRS time-frequency resources 1 2 of the s roceii

communication resources 1 1 to be used by the wireless communication devices for

transmitting DSD SRS signals. typical situations, the D2D SRS communication

resources 1 2 are not changed frequently and are typically scheduled when changes

occur in the systems 1 0 such as changes in the UE devices that are being served,

for example

[0026] The wireless communication device 4 receives the D2D SRS information

1 6 an uses the allocated communication resources (time-frequency

communication resources) to transmit D2D SRS signals 130 to other wireless

communication devices 6 without communicating through the base station 1 2



The macrocell communication resources assigned for D2D SRS transmissions ay

be downlink communication resources or uplink communication resources depending

on the particular implementation. As discussed below in further detail, if downlink

resources am assigned for D2D SRS transmissions, those resources are ot used for

downlink communication by the base station, i uplink communication resources are

assigned for D2D SRS transmission, the resources are allocated such that

interference to othe uplink and D2 communications is minimized

[002?] Therefore, in accordance with the embodiments herein, some of the

macrocell communication resources 122 are assigned (scheduled) for devlce-

device D2D) sounding reference signal (SRS) transmissions 130, 1 from wireless

communication UE devices 4 , 6. As discussed below in further detail, when

downlink communication resources assigned for D2D SRS transmission, these

resources are not used fo downlink communication. For example, if the

communication resources are time-frequency communication resources, the time

segments and frequency bands assigned for D2D SRS transmissions are not used

by the base station 1 2 to serve non-020 wireless communication UE devices.

Where uplink communication resources are assigned for D2D SRS transmissions,

the resources ere assigned such that the transmissions from one D2D wireless

communication UE device does not interfere with communications with any other

D2D wireless communication UE device pair or with uplink transmission t the base

station.

[0028] The D2D SRS information indicates the time-frequency resources to

be used for the D2D SRS transmission. Such information may include a sequence for

th D2D SRS transmissions where the transmissions hop between different

frequencies. The wireless communication UE devices 104, 6 use a unique code,

such as their device identifier (ID), to scramble the transmissions. Accordingly, UE

devices receiving the D2D SRS transmissions are aware of the sequence and the

scrambling code. This information may provided to the UE devices y the base

station. The information can be based on a UE device D, Cell ID and/or combination

of the two. An example of a suitable method for conveying th information includes

sending the Information during configuration of the DSD UE device pairs via downlink



control channels or higher-layer messaging. The transfer of Information can be

provided s stati ai y In some situations.

[0029 As mentioned above, the 020 SRS transmissions ay be used by other

UE devices to discover the UE device transmitting th 020 SRS message. The UE

devices, therefore, s an communication resources for SRS transmissions. After

detection of a SRS transmission, a detecting UE device may further evaluate the

transmissions to identify the transmitting UE device. Such information may be

forwarded to the base station to enable the base station to make decisions regarding

establishing D2D links.

[ 03 1 A UE device receiving a 020 SRS transmission may further utilize the SRS

transmission to estimate channel conditions. The information can be used by the

receiving UE device to receive other transmissions from the UE device transmitting

the SRS transmissions. In addition, the measured channel conditions can be used to

generate Channel State information (CSI) that is forwarded to the base station. The

scheduler applies the CSI to efficiently schedule D2D communication resources for

use by the two UE devices. In some situations, the UE devices may simply forward

the channel estimation measurements. In other situations, th CS can be expressed

an .sent to the base station as a function of the channel estimation measurements.

Other techniques can be used to convey th SI. Accordingly, information indicative

of the CSI is forwarded where the information may be one of an of several suitable

forms.

[00 3 2D SRS transmissions ca also be used for demodulation in some

circumstances. For example, if 02D SRS are transmitted along the D.2D data

channels (symbols) during D2D communication, the 20 SRS can be used for

demodulation of the data symbols.

[0032| The 020 SRS transmissions provide a mechanism for determining timing.

For example, the receiving E device ay determine and adjust a timing delay of

signals transmitted by the UE device transmitting the SRS transmissions

| 3¾ FIG. is block diagram of the wireless communication system where

defined downlink communication resources are scheduled as 02D SRS



communication resources for D D SRS transmissions. Accordingly, the system 0

of FIG. 18 an example of the system 0 of FIG. where the ma ro e i

resources used for D2D SRS are downlink communication resources. As discussed

above, communication system utilizes downlink communication resources 32 for

downlink communication from base station to wireless communication user

equipment (UE) devices and utilizes uplink communication resources 134 for uplink

transmissions from th U devices to the base station. The uplink communication

resources are different from the downlink communication resources

n accordance w th the examples below, some of the downlink

communication resources 2 are assigned for device-to-device (D2D) SRS

transmission from UE devices as needed. The communication resources 36

assigned for 020 SRS transmission are not used for downlink communication. For

example, f the communication resources a e time-frequency communication

resources, the time segments and frequency bands assigned for D2D SRS

transmission are not used by the base station to serve non-020 UE devices

As described above, 02P SRS information Is provided from the base

station to UE devices. The UE devices transmits the D2 SRS signals using the

assigned communication resources. As discussed herein, defined downlink

communication resources are communication resources defined by a communication

specification as the communication resources reserved for downlink communication

from a base station to wireless communication devices, scheduled downlink

communication resources are a subset of the defined downlink communication

resources that have been assigned (scheduled) for downlink communication between

a base station and a wireless communication device, and D2 SRS communication

resources are a subset of the defined downlink communication resources that have

bee assigned (scheduled) for D2D SRS transmission from wireless communication

UE devices.

[0036] The controller 8 allocates D2Q SRS time-frequency resources 8 to the

wireless communication devices 4. 6 by providing D2D SRS communication

resource allocation Information The information may be transmitted using any

number of control signals, and/or messages. The 02D SRS information 128 12$



identifies D2D t rn -frequ nc resources 6 of the downlink communication

resources 32 to be used by the wireless communication devices for D2D S S

transmission,

[0037] FIG, 2 is a messaging timing diagram for an example of managing device-

to-device D2 D) SRS transmissions for determining and reporting Channel State

information (CS ) of the D2D communication l nk 4 The events a d transmissions

n FIG. 2 may be implemented n various ways depending on the particular system

and communication specification

[0 3 ] The base station 1 2 schedules the D2D SRS communication resources at

event 202 Under at least awareness of the scheduler, th base station 1 2 allocates

a portion of the defined macroceil communication resources 121 for D2D SRS

transmissions from the UE devices 104,. 1 6 The scheduler may schedule the

resources for SRS and instruct the based station to allocate the resources n some

situations.

£ 39 SRS information 8 s transmitted from the base station 102 to the first

UE device 1 4 in a SRS information transmission 204 and SRS information 1 8 is

transmitted from the base station 1 2 to the second device 1 4 n a SRS

Information transmission 206. The SRS information transmissions 204, 206 include

information instructing th UE devices on which communication resources should be

used for transmitting SRS, As discussed below, the information is transmitted in a

PDCCH for one example. Any combination o control signals and/or messages can

be used to convey the 02D SRS information, however.

£0040 n accordance with the SRS information 126, the first UE device 4

transmits SRS transmissions 130 using the Identified D2 SRS communication

resources of the defined macroceil communication resources. n accordance with the

SRS information 128, the second UE device 108 transmits SRS transmissions 131

using the identified D2D SRS communication resources o the defined macroceil

communication resources For the example he D2D SRS communication resources

used by each UE device are orthogonal to the D2D SRS communication resources

used b other UE devices. Therefore, transmissions of SRS on a particular frequency



from each UE dev ce is during a time period when no other U device is transmitting

at that sa frequency.

[0 41] At events 208 and 210, the first UE device and the second UE device

1 perform channel estimation by evaluating and measuring the D2D SRS

transmissions. n accordance w th know techniques of channel estimation, the UE

devices 4 , 8 measure the received SRS signals to determine parameters such

as liming, path loss, and Multiple nput Multiple Output ( O) characteristics.

Although the measurements can be used fo by the receiver in the UE device, the

measurements can also be used to determine the CS

£0042] For the examples herein, th base statio 2 instructs each UE device

4, 8 how to measure the D2D SRS transmissions information regarding the

time-frequency resources used by other UE devices can be sent irj control signals for

example. In addition, scrambling codes, location(s) of resources used, receive power

level, and other parameters may be sent to the UE device to facilitate detection and

reception of the D20 SRS transmissions.

[004 n situations where the D2D SRS transmissions are performed using uplink

communication resources, the techniques employed by conventional base stations to

measure uplink channel characteristics are applied n the UE devices. The UE

devices n such Implementations, therefore, include uplink receivers that can used to

evaluate the SRS transmission as well as to receive other signals transmitted by

other UE devices using uplink communication resources.

0 44 In situations where the D2 SRS transmissions are performed using

downlink communication resources, the techniques in accordance with those

employed by conventional UE devices for receiving reference signals transmitted by

base stations can be used to evaluate and measure the D2D SRS transmissions and

determine the channel characteristics of the D2D channels between two UE devices.

00 SJ Uplink information transmissions 2 and 214 provide the U devices 4,

6 with the uplink communication resources assigned for the UE devices to report

the Sf. Each UE device 104, 06 transmits a CS transmission 216, 218 using the

communication resources assigned by the base station 102, The CSI transmissions



2 , 2 may include measured parameters, calculated parameters, functions, or

other information that describes the state of the measured channel.

004 ] F G. 3 is a graphical representation of an example o time-frequency

communication resources 300 in a downlink frequency band 302. n order to

efficiently use communication resources, frequency spectrum is divided n time

and/or by coding. For example, in OFDM systems, information is transmitted over a

large number of closely spaced orthogonal sub-carrier signals. Crosstalk between the

sub-carriers is minimized since the carriers ar orthogonal, information is separated

into parallel channels and distributed over the sub-carriers Each sub-carrier is

modulated with modulation scheme. The subcarriers are also divided in t me to

further allow for communication with multiple devices. Although the various divisions

of frequency and time may be referred to by different terms, the divisions n

frequency may be referred to as frequency subcarriers 303-309 and the divisions in

time may be referred to as ti e segments 3 -320 The time segments and

frequency subcarriers may be further organised, grouped, and identified in

accordance with a communication specification a d system operating rules, The

resources, for example, may be organized nto me slots, frames, sub-frames and

symbol times in repeating patterns, A specific example is discussed below with

reference t F G. 4, Generally, however, t e available downlink spectrum 302 is

divided in frequency and time and the resulting time-frequency resource units 3 are

assigned to transmissions. Each time-frequency resource unit may be assigned

individually or in groups. For example, a transmission may be assigned to a single

time segment 3 over multiple frequency subcarriers 3 , 308 as for first

transmission 322, over multiple time segments 314, 31 a d multiple frequency

subcarriers 304, 305 as in the second transmission 323, or for a single frequency

band 303 over multiple time segments -3 as the third transmission 324 In

some circumstances the resource u its may be assigned non-eontfguously. For

example, transmission 322 and 324 ay b assigned to single device for a

transmission.

004? In conventional systems, all of the time-frequency communication resources

of the downlink frequency band are assigned for transmission only from base stations



to wireless communication devices a d all of the uplink communication resources are

assigned for transmission o ly from wireless communication LIE devices to base

stations. Also, in conventional systems, reference signals are only transmitted from

the base stations to the UE devices using downlink communication resources and

S S transmissions are only- transmitted by U devices to base stations using uplink

communication resources. In the examples herein, however, some of the time-

frequency communication resources are assigned to D2D SRS transmissions

between wireless communication devices Es),

$ 0483 FIG. 4 is an illustration of a subframe 400 n accordance with a 3GPP LIE

communication specification. The subframe 400 Includes two slots 402, 404 »where

each slot includes seven symbol t i es 406, The symbol times 0, and 2 in the first

slot 402 form a physical channel which s a Physical Downlink Control Channel

(PDCCH 408 In the specification. Pilot signals (or- Reference Signals) 4 are

injected at symbol times 0 n 4 . The subframe 4 0 includes a channel that is a

Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) 4 and spans portions of symbol times 3 an 4

of th first slot 402 an portions of symbol times 0 and 1 o the second slot 404, A

data channel is provided b a Physical Downlink Shared Channel PD CH) 4 4 and

Is covered by the remainder of symbol times 3-d of the first slot 402 an symbol times

1 6 of the second slot 404. The distribution and assignment of resource units

depicted in FIG. 4 are provided as an example. Othe combinations of resource

blocks and resource elements ay be used,

0 4 FIG.. 5 is an illustration of an example of a subframe 5 0 including device-

t dev e (D2D channels 502, 504 for use n a system otherwise operating in

accordance with a 3 PP LTE communication specification. Accordingly the

exemplary subframe 500 is modified version of a conventional 3ΘΡΡ LTE subframe

such as the subframe 400 of FIG. 4. The subframe 500 Includes a channel 502 that i

not defined in the current 3GP LTE communication specification.. The subframe may

Include additional D2D control and data channels. The Devios-to-Device Sound

Reference Signal Channel (D2D8RSCH) 02 provides fo transmission of SRS

signals from wireless communication devices 4 6 FIG. shows only one of



numerous allocations of frequency time resources for the D2D SRS channels.

Accordingly, other combination® of subcarhers and symbol times ay be used for the

D2SRSPCH 502. Although some conventional channels ma be omitted n order to

provide resources for the D20 control channels, reference signals such as P8CH,

PSS/SSS control channels are retained in order to maintain backward compatibility.

For example, D2D resources are not scheduled in subfrsmes/slots that contain

PBCH and the synchronization channels (PSS/SSS), 02D data/control content is not

assigned on resources reserved for reference signals in uhfrar e

[0050 FIG 8 is a messaging timing diagram 6 for an example of managing

D2D SRS transmissions in a system operating In accordance with a 3GPP TE

communication specification. The messaging timing diagram 600, therefore, is an

example of implementing the timing diagram 200 discussed with reference to FIG, 2

[005 The base station 2 schedules the D2D SRS communication resources at

event 202 . Under either knowledge or instruction of the scheduler, the base station

1 2 allocates a portion o the defined macrocell communication resources 1 1 for

D2D SRS transmissions from the devices 4, 8

[0 S2 Th SRS Information 1 6 is transmitted from the base station 1 2 to the

first UE device 1 4 in a PDCCH transmission 02 and the SRS Information 128 is

transmitted from the base station 2 to the second UE device in a PDCCH

transmission 04 Therefore, the SRS information transmissions 204, 206 are

PDCCH transmissions for the example of FIG. 6

|0O53] In accordance with the SRS Information 6, the first UE device 1 4

transmits SRS transmissions 130 using the identified D2D SRS communication

resources of the defined macrocell communication resources in accordance with the

SRS Information 8, the second UE device 108 transmits SRS transmissions 131

using the identified D2D SRS communication resources of the defined macrocell

communication resources. For the example, the D D SRS communication resources

used by each UE device are orthogonal to the D2D SRS communication resources

used by other UE devices, Therefore, transmissions of SRS on a particular frequency

from each UE device is during a time period when no other UE device Is transmitting

at that same frequency.



[ S4] At events 208 an 2 , the first UE device 4 and the second U device

8 per n channel estimation b evaluating and measuring the 0 D SRS

transmissions, accordance with known techniques of channel estimation, the UE

devices 104, 8 measure the received SRS signals to determine parameters such

as timing, path loss, and Multiple nput Multiple Output (M O) characteristics.

Although the measurements can be used for by the receiver the UE device, the

measurements can also b used to determine the CS

055] For the examples herein, th base station 102 instructs each UE device

104, 6 how to measure the D2D SRS transmissions. Information regarding the

time-frequency resources used by other UE devices can b sent in control signals for

example. In addition, scrambling codes, locatio of resources used, receive power

eva!, and other parameters may be sent to the UE device to facilitate detection and

reception of the 020 SRS transmissions.

[ 05 ] I situations wher the D2D SRS transmissions are performed using uplink

communication resources, the techniques employed by conventional base stations to

measure uplink channel characteristics are applied in the UE devices. The UE

devices in such implementations, therefore. Include uplink receivers that can used to

evaluate the SRS transmission as well as to receive other signal transmitted by

other UE devices using uplink communication resources.

[ 057 ] In situations where the D20 SRS transmissions are performed using

downlink communication resources, th techniques in accordance with those

employed by conventional UE devices for receiving reference signals transmitted by

base stations can be used to evaluate and measure the D2D SRS transmissions and

determine the channel characteristics of the D2D channel between two UE devices..

[8058] The uplink information transmissions , 2 are PDCCH transmissions

806, 608 for the example of F G . . The Information n PDCCH transmissions

identifies the uplink communication resources for transmitting the CSI, Each UE

device 104, 6 transmits the CSI transmission 2 , 218 using the communication

resources n the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) and the Physical Uplink

Control Channel UCC ). Therefore, a PUCCH/PUSCH transmission 6 provides



the CS f om the first UE device a d a PUCCH/PUSCH transmission 6 provides

the CS from th second UE device

F G. 7A and 7 are diagrams of transmissions 702, 704, 706 from the base

station (eNB) 2 and the wireless communication devices (UEs) 104, 6 n

accordance with 3 P LIE communication specifications.

[00601 For the example of FIG, 7A and FIG. 7B the eNB transmission 702 begins

with s frame n 70S having a PDCCH that includes the D2D control Information

assigning resources for D2D SRS transmissions. Therefore, the SRS information

transmission i transmitted within the PDCCH. The D2D control information

includes information directed to the first wireless communication device UE1) for use

by UE1 for a D2 transmission in a subsequent subframe. The D2D control

information also includes infomialion directed t the second wireless communication

UE device UE2 for use by 2 for a D2D transmission n a subsequent subframe.

For the example, the D2D control information i subframe n 70 identifies

communication resources for D2D transmission in the subframe n*4 710. The D2D

control Information, however, may identify communication resources in other

subfr e . The P2D control Information indicates to the two UE devices the

suhcarrlers and symbol times to use for transmitting 020 SRS transmissions.

Therefore, me control information in the PDCCH of subframe n 708 identifies the

D2DSRSCH 502.

[0001] For this example, therefore, the eNB sends control signals in the PDCCH

assigning downlink communication resources 1 2 for D2D SRS transmissions by the

UEs, In F G. and FIG. 78, the eNB transmission 702 n the 02D suhframes 7 ,

7 are blank for the times when the UE devices are transmitting in the downlink

channel. In some circumstances, however, the eNB transmission 704 Is only blank

for the time-frequency resources that are assigned for D2D transmission.

Accordingly, downlink communication resources that are not assigning for 02D

transmission n the D2D subframes can be used by the e for transmission to UE

devices.



0 2J The D2D SRS communication resources use by the first UE device are

orthogonal to th 020 SRS communication resources used by th second UE

device. Such a configuration minimizes interference In the system.

[0063] FIG; 78 s continuation of the diagrams of transmissions 702, 704, 708

from the base station B 102 and the wireless communication devices UEs 104,

8 of FIG, 7A, n subframe 7 12, the eNB transmits a PDCCH thai Includes control

information identifying uplink communication resources to be used by the UE devices

to transmit CSi, Accordingly, the PDCCH identifies the PUCCN 714 and the PUSCH

7 for the first E device and the second UE device to he used for transmitting the

CS to the eNB 1 2. Fo the example, the K*4 subframe 718 is used by both UE

devices for the uplink transmission. Therefore, the first UE uplink transmission 720

and the second UE uplink transmission 722 include the CSi in the k*4 subframe.

£0064] Th reception and the transmission of the signals by the UE devices

discussed can be performed by any UE device having the appropriate electronics

and code. An example of a suitable transceiver s discussed in the related patent

application entitled "DEVICE TO DEVICE COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT

USING AC OCE COMMUNICATION RESOURCES", referenced above. The

example of FIG. and FIG. 78 is directed to D2D SRS transmission in the downlink

frequency band. The techniques discussed In this patent application and the related

patent application can be applied to the uplink frequency band. The required signal

transmission and/or reception function may be facilitated with modifications to

conventional UE transceivers or the inclusion of additional transceivers

Clearly, other embodiments and modifications of this invention wil occur

readily to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of these teachings. The above

description i illustrative and not restrictive. This Invention i to be limited only by th

following claims, which include all such embodiments and modifications whan viewed

in conjunction with the above specification and accompanying drawings. The scope

of the invention should, therefore, be determined not with reference to the above

description, but instead should he determined with reference o the appended claims

along with their full scope of equivalents.



CLAIMS

A d comprising;

receiving, at a wireless communication user equipment device, a

device-to-device (D2D) sounding reference signal transmitted from another wireless

communication user equipment device using D2D communication resources of

ac oc ll communication resources defined by a communication specification for

macroceli communication between base stations and wireless communication user

equipment devices.

2, The method claim 1 wherein the receiving comprises:

receiving, at the wireless communication use equipment device, the

device-to-device D2D) sounding reference signal transmitted from another wireless

communication user equipment device using downlink communication resources

defined by the communication specification for downlink transmission from base

stations to wireless communication user equipment devices.

3. The method of claim , further comprising:

demodulating a ata signal transmitted from the another wireless

communication user equipment device using th D2D sounding reference signal.

4 . The method o claim 1, further comprising;

receiving the D2D sounding reference signal to discover the ano

wireless communication device.

5 The method of claim 1 further comprising;

evaluating the 020 sounding reference signal to perform channel

estimation.



8. The method of claim 5, wherein the evaluating comprises;

evaluating the D20 sounding reference signals to determine ti in

delay.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the evaluating comprises:

evaluating !h 020 sounding reference signals to determine path loss.

8 . The method of claim 5» wherein the evaluating comprises:

evaluating the D2D sounding reference signals to determine multiple

nput multiple output ( O characteristics.

9 . The etho of claim 5, wherein the evaluating comprises:

evaluating the D2D sounding reference signals to determine Channel

Stat information (CSS),

. The method of claim 9 further comprising:

transmitting information indicative of the CS to a base station.

. The method of claim further comprising:

receiving control information from the base station indicating the uplink

communication resources for transmitting the information indicative of the CSI.

12. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

transmitting, f ro the wireless communication user equipment device,

another device-to-device (D2D) sounding reference signal using macrocell

communication resources defined by a communication specification for macrocell



communication between base stations and wireless communication user equipment

devices

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the macrocell communication

resources for transmitting the another D2D sounding reference signal are different

from the macrocell communication resources used for the D2D sounding reference

signal thai was received.

14. The method of clai 1, wherein the macrocell communication

resources are time-frequency communication resources having a specified times and

frequencies.

. The method o claim 14, wherein the defined macrocell communication

resources are organized into a plurality of frequency hands and a plurality of time

segments.

. The method of claim IS, wherein the defined macrocell communication

resources comprise a plurality of frequency hands divided in time by a series of

periodically repeating frames, each frame comprising plurality of time slots, wherein

each time-frequency resource is a least one t me slot and at least one frequency

band

1 . The method of claim 18 wherein the communication specification is

The Third-Generation Partnership Project Long-Term Evolution (3GPP LIE)

co n ication speci catio ,

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the D2D SRS transmissions a e

scrambled with codes that are function of at least one o the wireless communication

user equipment device and a Cell D of a base station.



, A system comprising:

a base station; and

a scheduler configured to assign, scheduled macrocell communication

resources of defined macrocell communication resources defined by a

communication specification for macrocell communication between base stations an

wireless communication user equipment device and configured to assign device-to-

device (D2D) communication resources, of the defined downlink communication

resources, for transmitting a D2D sounding reference signal from a first wireless

communication user equipment (UE device to he received by a second wireless

communication user equipment (UE) device.

20. The communication system of claim , wherein the D2D

communication resources are time-frequency communication resources having a

specified times and frequencies.

2 . The communication system of claim 20, wherein the defined macrocell

communication resources are organized nto a plurality of frequency bands and a

plurality of time segments

22. The communication system of claim 21, wherein the defined macrocell

communication resources comprise a plurality of frequency bands divided in time by

a series of periodically repeating frames, each frame comprising a piuraiity of time

slots, wherein each time-frequency resource Is at least on time slot and at least one

frequency band.
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